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I
n 1992, Indiana ranked 34th in the country in the
percentage of its high school seniors (50%) who proceeded
directly to college. In 2004, the state was 10th nationally
with 64% of students continuing their education.

A remarkable improvement, but how many of those
students (in Indiana and elsewhere) are earning

postsecondary degrees? Not enough, according to two national
experts and the state’s commissioner for higher education. 

Utilizing a generous six-year time period from admission,
the graduation rate range in Indiana extends from 95.7% at the
University of Notre Dame to 8.6% at Calumet College of Saint
Joseph. It is, of course, not fair to compare two institutions that
differ dramatically in their mission and composition of students.

What is legitimate is comparing 42 Indiana four-year public
and private campuses to their top 15 national peers (through
the College Results Online database from the Education Trust).
The results are mixed, with some Indiana colleges and universities
(10) near the top, a large group positioned in the middle (19) and
a significant number (13) in the lower third of peer comparisons.
(See Page 24 for more information on the statistics).

The numbers give an indication of individual campus
performances. The text and analysis below focuses on college
graduation rates as a whole – why they are at such low levels,
what can be done to improve them and whether graduation
rates should be a factor in higher education funding.

Philosophical approach
While there is much discussion and debate over high school

graduation rates, the college numbers typically receive little notice.
Kevin Carey, research and policy manager for Education Sector
(an independent education policy think tank) who earlier designed
and developed the collegeresults.org web site, says he’s not sure
why that is the case. Prior to his work in Washington D.C.,
Carey was an assistant state budget director for education in
Indiana and worked for the state Senate.

“The graduation rates are actually much lower (for colleges)
than in the high schools. If these numbers were in high schools,
they would have people up in arms,” he states.

Kati Haycock, who founded the Education Trust (dedicated
to “the high achievement of all students at all levels”) in 1990
and is regarded as one of the country’s leading education
authorities, explains that there are some common perceptions
in place that are not completely accurate.

“In general, higher education almost always gets a pass on
results and K-12 doesn’t. We always think our K-12 schools
are not good enough (which she doesn’t dispute), but if we get
less than stellar results, it’s the school’s fault, not the students
or parents,” she explains. 

“It kind of switches on the higher education side. We think –
although the results show otherwise – that we have the best
higher education system in the universe. If the results are not
stellar, though, we blame the student. It’s a belief about results
and a belief about who is responsible for those results.”

Stan Jones, Indiana’s commissioner for higher education,
puts a more historical perspective on the subject. “Probably
since the end of World War II and the GI bill, the hallmark ofBy Tom Schuman
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higher education has been access. Before World War II, about
8% of the population had a four-year college degree. The GI
bill really opened college up to the middle class.”

He lists more attention to minorities beginning in the
1960s, the spotlight on America’s worldwide competitiveness
and the coming to college age of the Baby Boomers as factors
that were “focused almost exclusively on access. Only in the
last five to 10 years has the focus on outcomes reached higher
interest levels. I think you’ll continue to see that, but right now
there is only a small group focused on that.”

Falling short
In separate interviews, Carey and Haycock list many of

the same reasons for graduation rates that nationally average
about 35% in a four-year time period and 55% over six years.
• Shortcomings in the K-12 system resulting in too many students

“stuck in remedial classes, which does not bode well for success,”
according to Haycock. Carey says that four out of five high
school students eventually go on to some form of higher education
(two-thirds immediately out of high school) but far fewer are
in a college prep curriculum. “High schools still seem to
operate on the notion that the college prep track is just for
the chosen few. The reality of that is long gone,” he declares.

Jones agrees about the importance of the rigor of the high
school curriculum. He believes Indiana has been moving in
the right direction with implementation and enhancement of the
state’s Core 40 curriculum. Although there are opt-out procedures,
he says, “Core 40 is now the default curriculum for high school
students. Beginning in 2011, we will be the only state in which
college admission standards for public, four-year institutions will
be Core 40.” (In 2006, 67% of Indiana’s high school graduates
earned Core 40 or academic honors diplomas).
• Costs. Haycock says “student aid dollars have not kept pace”

with tuition increases. Carey points out that money comes
into play when “students are forced to work two or three
jobs or borrow more money. Those are high at-risk factors

(for dropping out).”
Nationally, approximately 70% of students are employed

in some capacity while in school. There is also evidence that
working a limited number of hours benefits the students, but
excess time on the job proves detrimental.
• Engagement. An inherent challenge for schools with more

commuters is making those students feel like they are a part
of campus activity. Jones says it’s not only whether students
live on campus (more schools are requiring first-year students
to live in dorms or adding on-campus housing where it didn’t
previously exist), but their status (full or part time) and
connectivity (belonging to clubs or organizations).

Jeff Stanley, who works with Jones as associate commissioner
for policy and planning studies, adds, “Most of that is not the
activities you’re involved in, but the people you become acquainted
with – faculty, staff, other students.” 

Private colleges and universities typically have higher
graduation rates. A number of factors come into play. “Generally
they’re smaller; it’s more likely students know the faculty
members,” Jones states. “It’s easier to pay attention if students
are skipping class or to get attention if they need help. Cost is
a factor. Parents may not be willing to pay for a fifth year at a
more expensive private college.”

On-campus factors
Some of the variables are out of the control of the higher

education system. But, Haycock says one can look at institutions
with very similar student populations and get “wild differences
in terms of student success. What colleges do matters a lot too.”

An early initiative is making sure there are enough offerings
or sections of key introductory courses. Students who find
themselves unable to take the prerequisites to later courses in
a timely manner lose the momentum that Haycock believes is
so important.

She points to the University of Northern Iowa as having a
higher graduation rate than its peer institutions. As part of a

Not enough college students throughout the country are experiencing the joy of graduation, especially within the conventional four-year period.
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Indiana College and University Graduation Rates*
(available four-year campuses; listed in order of six-year rates)

44--yyeeaarr 66--yyeeaarr 66--yyeeaarr
GGrraadd GGrraadd PPeeeerr MMeeddiiaann

SScchhooooll RRaattee RRaattee RRaannkk**** SSAATT SSiizzee SSeeccttoorr
University Of Notre Dame 88.1 95.7 2 1,375 8,317 Private
Rose-Hulman Institute Of Tech. 65.5 78.6 1 of 1 1,300 1,759 Private
Taylor University-Upland 64.1 77.0 5 1,145 1,835 Private
Depauw University 71.3 75.4 10 1,220 2,370 Private
Valparaiso University 57.8 73.6 8 1,185 2,954 Private
Saint Mary's College 67.0 72.0 7 1,128 1,394 Private
Earlham College 56.9 71.7 7 1,225 1,177 Private
Indiana University-Bloomington 41.2 71.2 5 1,105 28,345 Public
Butler University 49.6 70.9 14 1,175 3,675 Private
Hanover College 66.1 70.5 7 1,175 1,055 Private
Goshen College 47.8 69.1 4 1,140 840 Private
Wabash College 62.9 68.3 9 1,195 849 Private
Indiana Wesleyan University 54.4 67.0 3 1,100 7,185 Private
Purdue University-West Lafayette 30.8 64.0 11 1,145 30,400 Public
Huntington College 50.7 63.4 4 1,080 825 Private
University Of Evansville 44.1 60.5 13 1,135 2,348 Private
Grace College/Theological Seminary 45.3 59.6 6 1,065 1,012 Private
Franklin College 45.6 57.2 8 1,060 955 Private
Saint Joseph’s College 48.5 56.7 2 975 869 Private
Bethel College 40.2 56.0 2 1,050 1,539 Private
Anderson University 37.8 54.5 7 1,055 2,153 Private
Tri-State University 27.4 54.1 8 1,050 1,089 Private
Manchester College 45.0 54.0 9 1,020 1,028 Private
University Of Indianapolis 37.0 53.9 7 1,020 2,527 Private
Ball State University 25.9 52.1 11 1,045 16,652 Public
Saint Mary-Of-The-Woods College 41.1 52.1 6 1,005 876 Private
Marian College 35.5 51.3 3 1,005 1,283 Private
Taylor University-Ft Wayne 31.2 45.2 13 1,025 578 Private
University of Saint Francis-Ft Wayne 23.8 43.9 9 970 1,405 Private
Indiana State University 19.1 40.3 10 945 8,522 Public
University Of Southern Indiana 13.2 31.6 9 950 8,023 Public
Oakland City University N/A 26.6 15 1,025 1,395 Private
Indiana University-Southeast 3.9 26.1 12 940 3,988 Public
Indiana University-Northwest 7.2 23.6 11 890 3,235 Public
Indiana Institute Of Technology 0.6 23.5 6 of 6 1,025 1,944 Private
Indiana University-Kokomo 8.4 22.8 15 965 1,861 Public
Indiana-Purdue Indianapolis 4.9 22.2 16 990 16,149 Public
Purdue University-Calumet 3.6 22.1 12 900 5,922 Public
Indiana University-South Bend 4.9 21.2 16 965 4,470 Public
Indiana-Purdue Ft Wayne 3.2 19.3 16 1,020 8,128 Public
Indiana University-East 4.4 18.9 14 895 1,676 Public
Calumet College Of Saint Joseph 2.9 8.6 16 873 720 Private

* 2004 data (most recent available)

** Campuses compared to 15 other national peers. Exceptions: no peers identified for Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology and only five other peers identified for the Indiana Institute of Technology.

Source: College Results Online, provided by the Education Trust

The institutional graduation-
rate data presented in College
Results Online is collected by

the U.S. Department of Education’s
National Center for Education
Statistics, utilizing the Graduation
Rate Survey (GRS).

The GRS graduation rates are based
on the percentage of first-time, full-time,
bachelor’s or equivalent degree-seeking
freshmen who earn a bachelor’s or
equivalent degree from the institution
in which they originally enrolled.

College Results Online allows users
to select a given college or university
and compare its graduation rate
outcomes to other, similar institutions.
Every other four-year institution in
the country is compared to the chosen
institution based on the degree of
similarity in 11 selected institutional
and student characteristics that are
statistically correlated with overall
graduation rates.

In order to mitigate the effects of
year-to-year variations on key
indicators, the Education Trust
averages the three most recent years
of data for the indicators used to
identify similar institutions. The 11
factors used for comparison are:
• Estimated median SAT or ACT

equivalent of freshmen class
• Admissions selectivity, per Barron’s

Profiles of American Colleges
• Carnegie classification
• Percent of undergraduates receiving

Pell grants
• Sector (public vs. private)
• Number of full-time equivalent

undergraduates
• Student-related expenditures/

FTE student
• Percent of FTE undergraduate

students age 25 and over
• Status as a historically black

college or university
• Percent of undergraduates who are

enrolled part time
• Status as a commuter campus
CCoommpplleettee  iinnffoorrmmaattiioonn  aavvaaiillaabbllee  aatt
wwwwww..ccoolllleeggeerreessuullttss..oorrgg..
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critical analysis, it was determined that students were being
frustrated by the course offerings. “Just adding one or two additional
sections helped the grad rates go up,” Haycock contends. “It
was as simple as that.”

Haycock adds additional thoughts:
• “Making creative and aggressive use of advisors,” illustrating

that with a university that assigned its counselors to residence
halls, making them available on more of a 24/7 basis

• “Monitoring student success very carefully” with a good data
system that even includes course attendance to help identify
potential problems earlier

• “Making graduation a priority for all academic departments.
The president must say it’s not only about getting them in
here, but it’s about making sure they also get a degree in
what they came here to study.”

Carey agrees with the importance of having enough course
sections and actively engaging students, particularly in the first
year and at the larger state institutions. 

“The schools that are successful don’t wait for students to
reach out to them; they reach out to students,” he declares.

“Another thing is simply doing a better job of teaching. Most
students don’t fail; they tend to leave voluntarily. They’re not
happy because they’re not getting the type of education they’re
looking for.”

He also concurs that a new mindset must be put into place.
“Colleges do not do a good job of focusing on graduation

rates. The attitude is, ‘We open our doors. If students make it,
great; if not, it’s not our fault,’ ” he asserts. “Colleges don’t really
need students to stay in college. They just need enrollment numbers.”

It has even been said by some that there is a bit of irony in
colleges and universities being referred to as four-year institutions
if they are graduating less than half of their students during
that time frame.

Money talks
A limited number of other states (see related story on Page

30) have graduation rates and other performance factors tied
to a small portion of college and university funding. In Indiana,
Jones reports that his commission’s efforts earlier this decade to
do the same generated university resistance on both occasions.

Purdue – West Lafayette
66--yyeeaarr MMeeddiiaann

SScchhooooll GGrraadd  RRaattee SSAATT SSiizzee
Pennsylvania State 83.4 1,195 33,859
Wisconsin-Madison 76.0 1,260 27,439
Texas A & M 75.9 1,185 33,495
Texas-Austin 74.3 1,225 35,051
Washington-Seattle 73.4 1,190 24,925
Georgia 72.4 1,205 23,417
Michigan State 71.3 1,125 32,935
Indiana 71.2 1,105 28,345
Colorado 66.2 1,165 24,920
Florida State 65.5 1,165 27,870
PPuurrdduuee 6644..00 11,,114455 3300,,440000
Ohio State 62.0 1,165 34,892
Arizona 57.1 1,110 25,853
Minnesota 56.4 1,165 28,558
Louisiana State 55.8 1,125 25,038
Central Florida 54.9 1,150 29,737

Indiana University – Bloomington
66--yyeeaarr MMeeddiiaann

SScchhooooll GGrraadd  RRaattee SSAATT SSiizzee
Texas A & M 75.9 1,185 33,495
Virginia Tech 74.4 1,195 20,936
Georgia 72.4 1,205 23,417
Michigan State 71.3 1,125 32,935
IInnddiiaannaa 7711..22 11,,110055 2288,,334455
Iowa State 66.5 1,125 20,454
Colorado 66.2 1,165 24,920
Florida State 65.5 1,165 27,870
Purdue 64.0 1,145 30,400
Ohio State 62.0 1,165 34,892
Arizona 57.1 1,110 25,853
Minnesota 56.4 1,165 28,558
Louisiana State 55.8 1,125 25,038
Central Florida 54.9 1,150 29,737
Western Michigan 54.7 1,045 20,537
Texas Tech 54.4 1,120 21,712
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This time around it has been adopted by the commission and
is part of the governor’s budget recommendation.

The two-part statistical evaluation, according to Jones,
would look at whether the colleges and universities graduate
more students and the time to degree (whether those students
graduated in four years). 

The funding proposal for these criteria is for approximately
$10 million of new money in the second year of the biennial
budget. That equals 13% of the new dollars sought, but is less
than one-tenth of 1% of the overall higher education appropriation
request.

“The time to degree is important,” Jones explains. “It saves
the state money; it saves students and parents money; it gets
students in the job market sooner. There are a lot of opportunity
costs associated with (the time to degree). Not everybody is
going to graduate in four years, but we can certainly do better
than 35% (nationally).”

Ball State University has been at the forefront the last 18
months in repackaging certain degree programs to make it easier
to graduate in three years. Ivy Tech is also doing similar work at the

community college level, Stanley points out, with many colleges
focusing heavily on the retention between the first and second
year that proves important to eventual student success.

Support for some performance-based funding comes
enthusiastically from the national authorities. Carey says there
“needs to be more accountability,” while Haycock terms it “a
very good idea. The bigger amount, the more likely it is to get
their attention. Even if it’s a small amount, they might be able
to move it up over time.”

She also identifies another key player.
“The business community has been hugely helpful in calling

attention to some of the problems in K-12 and pointing toward
some solutions. They’ve not been as aggressive in calling for
improvements in higher education.”

By the numbers
The full-page chart and description within this story lists

four-year and six-year graduation rates available through College
Results Online for four-year Indiana campuses. The charts
throughout this story outline the performances of the largest

Indiana State University
66--yyeeaarr MMeeddiiaann

SScchhooooll GGrraadd  RRaattee SSAATT SSiizzee
Clarion (Pennsylvania) 50.0 930 5,396
Slippery Rock (Pennsylvania) 49.6 985 6,843
Central Washington 48.8 990 8,635
Lock Haven (Pennsylvania) 48.6 985 4,582
Edinboro (Pennsylvania) 48.3 940 6,265
Southern Mississippi 48.0 1,005 11,294
Minnesota State-Moorhead 41.2 970 6,614
California State-East Bay 40.6 945 8,303
Wright State 40.6 970 10,897
IInnddiiaannaa  SSttaattee 4400..33 994455 88,,552222
Ferris State 34.7 970 9,217
University of Southern Indiana 31.6 950 8,023
Lamar 31.5 915 7,799
McNeese State 29.4 930 6,841
Indiana-Southeast 26.1 940 3,988
Indiana-Purdue Indianapolis 22.2 990 16,149

Ball State University
66--yyeeaarr MMeeddiiaann

SScchhooooll GGrraadd  RRaattee SSAATT SSiizzee
Ohio 70.2 1,045 16,303
Illinois State 61.8 1,105 17,035
Bowling Green State 60.4 1,010 15,189
Washington State 60.4 1,070 17,458
Oregon State 59.8 1,080 14,445
Tennessee 59.0 1,085 18,583
Central Michigan 55.4 1,010 18,305
Western Michigan 54.7 1,045 20,537
West Virginia 54.5 1,055 17,960
East Carolina 53.3 1,040 16,327
BBaallll  SSttaattee 5522..11 11,,004455 1166,,665522
Northern Illinois 51.3 1,010 16,782
Indiana-Pennsylvania 50.4 1,045 11,535
Cincinnati 47.7 1,025 16,948
Virginia Commonwealth 40.3 1,060 16,311
Georgia Southern 37.8 1,050 13,136
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public campuses compared to their peers, according to the
Education Trust database.

“It doesn’t make a lot of sense to compare Indiana
institutions to one another,” Carey clarifies. “Their missions
are too different. But each institution has a lot of peers around
the country.” 

A series of factors are used in determining the peers
(explanation on Page 26 and in the About the Data section at
www.collegeresults.org/mainMenu.aspx). The bottom line is to
compare institutions with similar resources and missions.

How to use the comparisons, according to Carey, is “if
you’re in the middle of the pack (or lower) of your peer group,
ask, ‘What can we do to improve?’ ”

Jones indicates the data is useful and important. There are
limitations, however, including:
• Probably an inflation of the graduation rates (for Indiana-based

students) at the Bloomington and West Lafayette campuses,
where up to a third of the students come from out of state.
The state commission is more focused on the performance of
Indiana students, who graduate at a lower percentage than

their out-of-state counterparts, according to Jones
• Data that excludes transfers and includes only full-time students.

The graduation rates for part-time students are closer to
10%, Jones notes. As many as two-thirds of the students at
the Indiana and Purdue regional campuses are part time. A
significant number are also older adults, impacting the potential
for graduation

The transfer aspect comes into play, according to Stanley,
as many students at regional campuses often enter with the
intention of completing their work in Bloomington or West
Lafayette. The transfers are not accounted for in the available
statistics. He says Indiana’s regional campuses have a stronger
association with their main campuses than what is present in
many other states, making transfers more prevalent.

Up for discussion
While the goal is to improve graduation rates, the experts

warn not to take the easy way out by lowering standards. They
do say that people are starting to take notice.

“There is no question that more people are paying

University of Southern Indiana
66--yyeeaarr MMeeddiiaann

SScchhooooll GGrraadd  RRaattee SSAATT SSiizzee
Clarion (Pennsylvania) 50.0 930 5,396
Edinboro (Pennsylvania) 48.3 940 6,265
Minnesota State-Mankato 48.1 990 11,639
Minnesota State-Moorhead 41.2 970 6,614
Northern Kentucky 40.5 970 10,010
Indiana State 40.3 945 8,522
Jacksonville State 36.0 950 6,179
Midwestern State 32.0 965 4,530
UUnniivveerrssiittyy  ooff  SSoouutthheerrnn  IInnddiiaannaa 3311..66 995500 88,,002233
Lamar 31.5 915 7,799
McNeese State 29.4 930 6,841
Wisconsin-Parkside 29.4 930 4,025
Indiana-Southeast 26.1 940 3,988
Southeastern Louisiana 25.3 950 11,992
Indiana-South Bend 21.2 965 4,470
Indiana-Purdue-Fort Wayne 19.3 1,020 8,128

Indiana Univ. Purdue Univ. Indianapolis
66--yyeeaarr MMeeddiiaann

SScchhooooll GGrraadd  RRaattee SSAATT SSiizzee
East Carolina 53.3 1,040 16,327
Kent State 48.9 1,010 16,970
Cincinnati 47.7 1,025 16,948
South Florida 46.7 1,085 26,503
Old Dominion 45.9 1,050 11,629
Illinois-Chicago 44.7 1,045 14,443
Toledo 44.6 990 14,219
Southern Illinois 43.1 1,010 15,645
Georgia State 40.6 1,090 15,746
New Mexico 39.5 1,010 15,818
San Jose State 38.1 990 17,954
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 37.1 1,030 19,384
Florida Atlantic 36.6 1,035 14,612
Memphis 35.7 990 13,124
Wayne State 31.7 945 14,643
IInnddiiaannaa--PPuurrdduuee  IInnddiiaannaappoolliiss 2222..22 999900 1166,,114499



attention. Not as many as there should be, in my opinion,”
Haycock remarks. “But I’m hearing far more college presidents
talk about graduation rates. Georgia has a graduation rate
commission to see what’s going on in their state. More
policymakers are paying attention.”

Jones believes the “survival of the fittest” (he cites the
analogy of freshmen orientation in which students are told to
look to the left and look to the right because one of you won’t
be here in four years) mentality is shifting. “The university
attitude has been that we provide access and it’s up to you to
take advantage of the opportunity. Some of that is changing.

“Moving graduation rates is difficult. There are so many

factors. It’s so complex. There is no simple strategy,” he continues.
“It’s on the radar. Most university presidents think about raising
money and recruiting more students. Graduating more students
is on their list – and it’s moving higher.”
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Higher education systems within Pennsylvania and
Oklahoma have incorporated graduation rates and
other performance factors into funding formulas over

the past five to six years. Each has also seen an improvement
in the number of graduates and degrees awarded during that
time span.

The incentives are not direct allocations from the state
legislatures. In both states, an overall appropriation is designated
by state government. The governing bodies in each state –
the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education (PASSHE)
and Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education – then (by
virtue of their own authority) award a portion of that funding
to individual colleges and universities based on performance.

Kenn Marshall, media relations manager for PASSHE
(which includes 14 state-owned universities with more than
106,000 students), reports that when the program was created
in 2000 only $2 million was included in the performance
funding program. By 2006, that amount totaled $37.4 million
or approximately 8% of the state appropriation.

“Probably the most dramatic change has been in the
four-year graduation rate, which has gone from 23% to 31%,”
Marshall says. “A lot of schools don’t focus on four-year
rates, but our Legislature made it clear they still wanted us
to look at that.”

PASSHE utilizes eight criteria broken down into three
categories.
• Are students succeeding? (retention rates, and four-year

and six-year graduation rates)
• Is PASSHE reaching a higher level of excellence? (degrees

awarded, employee diversity and faculty with terminal
{top level} degrees

• Is PASSHE operating efficiently? (faculty productivity,
personnel ratio and instructional costs)

Pennsylvania also supplies state funds to four “state-related”
institutions (Penn State, Pittsburgh, Temple and Lincoln) and,
according to Marshall, is among the nation’s top providers
of appropriations for private colleges. While the Legislature
has encouraged the enhanced accountability instituted by
PASSHE, it has not attempted to apply similar criteria to the
other colleges and universities.

“Frankly, (PASSHE) universities came along kicking and
screaming,” Marshall recalls. “There’s still not 100% buy-in,
but more today than six years ago. Universities were very
reluctant. Most of that is gone, although some still don’t like
specific criteria.”

Marshall cites several other less-recognized benefits. Due
to difficult economic times for the state, higher education
received lower appropriations for three consecutive years. In
2006, the higher education budget saw its largest increase
in more than a decade. The PASSHE appropriation increase
exceeded that of other colleges and universities.

“That was because of our strong accountability program,”
Marshall theorizes. “Our universities, because they were already
engaged in performance funding, were able to survive those
lean years better.”

In Oklahoma, initial results and university enthusiasm
(or lack of) are similar. In an e-mail response, Jim Purcell,
associate vice chancellor for strategic planning and analysis
for the State Regents, writes “there has been a 20% increase
in the number of degrees awarded (associates and bachelors)
in five years.” 

Ben Hardcastle, director of communications for the
Oklahoma group, admits, “Universities don’t like it, but
they celebrate it when they receive money.”

Degrees awarded, retention rates and graduation rates
are three factors examined in addition to two institution-specific
measures that are part of the state’s Brain Gain initiative.
The overall funding has increased from $2 million in the 2002
fiscal year to $3.7 million in 2007. The goal is to increase
that to approximately $16 million.

Purcell concludes, “The key point to be made is that a
little investment in incentive funds can encourage campuses to
pay attention to student success measures such as retention
and graduation. This is a great example of how organizations can
be guided toward a particular outcome – if the incentive is there.”

Resources: Pennsylvania State System of Higher
Education at www.passhe.edu

Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education at
www.okhighered.org

States See Benefits From Performance Funding 
By Tom Schuman

I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resource: Kevin Carey, Education Sector, at 
www.educationsector.org

Kati Haycock, the Education Trust, at www.edtrust.org

Stan Jones and Jeff Stanley, Indiana Commission for
Higher Education, at www.che.state.in.us




